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      AROME-Arctic domain (Horizontal resolution: 2.5 km)

Image: AROME model Meteo-France

The model: AROME-Arctic (high-resolution limited-area model)



ASCAT: sampling: 12.5km
effective resolution ~25 km

Image credit: EUMETSAT

The observation: ASCAT scatterometer ocean surface winds
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Small-scale data assimilation:

Over the ocean, there are no forcing, no orography, and hardly any observations to constrain 
small-scales of the high-resolution limited-area model.

Therefore, model noise contaminates data assimilation analyses and scales well analysed are more 
in the order of 150 km as in the hosting global model (ECMWF IFS).

Supermodding aims to represent the footprint of scatterometer observations, but also to remove 
model noise from the model background fields. 
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Single observation experiment
100km supermodding size
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Verification results (STDV and BIAS) for wind speed at 00 
and 12 UTC

30 km supermodding size - ASCAT footprint is represented

AAREF - AROME-Arctic operational
AASU1 - AROME-Arctic supermodding 30km

Wind speed forecasts are slightly improved.

Short observing system experiment 
SOP1 (15th to 30th of March, 2018)



Verification results (STDV and BIAS) for wind speed at 00 
and 12 UTC

60 km supermodding size - +model noise removal

AAREF - AROME-Arctic operational
AASU4 - AROME-Arctic supermodding 60km

Short observing system experiment 
SOP1 (15th to 30th of March, 2018)



Verification results (STDV and BIAS) for wind speed at 00 
and 12 UTC

100 km supermodding size - ++model noise removal

AAREF - AROME-Arctic operational
AASU2 - AROME-Arctic supermodding 100km

Wind speed forecasts are further improved in mid 
atmosphere.

Wind speed near surface is degraded.
- The tuning of predefined errors is needed.

Short observing system experiment 
SOP1 (15th to 30th of March, 2018)



Summary

Spatial representativeness of remote sensing observations comes up with different 
structures in high resolution data assimilation systems

Supermodding approach is trying to take into account the footprint of scatterometer data 
and to remove unconstrained small-scale model noise through the observation operator

The impact of footprint representation is small, but positive. Further improvement can be 
gained by larger supermodding sizes (i.e., the removal of model noise), but it requires the 
tuning of predefined errors in data assimilation
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